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Challenges that slowed the 
adoption of AI

Data Readiness

• Lack of unified systems and unified data

• Data quality issues

• Lack of the right data required for 

machine learning

To overcome the challenges, enterprises 
adopted different strategies

• Improve data management capabilities, including data governance and 

data initiatives

• Create data catalogs

• Document data and information architecture

• Solve data-related problems including data quality, privacy, and ethics

ML Operations Capabilities

• Lack of tools, technologies, and methodologies to 

operationalize models created by data scientists

• Increase availability of cloud platforms, tools, and capabilities

• Develop and grow machine learning operations (MLOps) tools, 

platforms, and methodologies to enable model operationalizing and 

monitoring in production

Understanding of AI Role 
and Its Business Value
• Lack of understanding of AI use cases – how AI/ML 

can be applied to solve specific business problems

• Lack of understanding how to define the business 

value of AI investments

• Identify AI C-suite toolkits (for example, Empowering AI Leadership from 

the World Economic Forum, 2022)

• Document industry use cases

• Use frameworks and tools to define business value for AI investments

https://www.weforum.org/reports/empowering-ai-leadership-ai-c-suite-toolkit/
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Sustainable AI system design needs to consider several aspects: the business 

application of the system, data, software and hardware, governance, privacy, and 

security.

It is important to define from the beginning how AI will be used by and for the 

application to clearly articulate business value, manage expectations, and set goals for 

the implementation.

Design for AI will change how we store and manage data and how we approach the use 

of data for development and operation of AI systems. 

An AI system design approach should cover all stages of AI lifecycle, from design to 

maintenance. It should also support and enable iterative development of an AI system.

To take advantage of different tools and technologies for AI system development, 

deployment, and monitoring, the design of an AI system should consider software and 

hardware needs and design for seamless and efficient integrations of all components of 

the system and with other existing systems within the enterprise.

Design for AI
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AI helps sequence genomes to identify variants in a person’s DNA that indicate 

genetic disorders. It allows researchers to model and calculate complicated 

physics processes, to forecast the genesis of the universe’s structure, and to 

understand planet ecosystem to help advance the climate research. AI drives 

advances in drug discovery and can assist with molecule synthesis and 

molecular property identification. 

AI finds application in all areas of science and engineering. The role of AI in 

science will grow and allow scientists to innovate faster. 

AI will further contribute to scientific understanding by assisting scientists in 

deriving new insights, generating new ideas and connections, generalizing 

scientific concepts, and transferring them between areas of scientific research.

Using synthetic data and combining physical and machine learning models and 

other advances of AI/ML – such as graphs, use of unstructured data (language 

models), and computer vision – will accelerate the use of AI in science and 

engineering.

AI in Science and 
Engineering 
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AI-driven signal-gathering systems analyze a continuous stream of data to generate 

insights and predictions that enable strategic decision modeling and scenario 

planning by providing understanding of how and what areas of business might be 

impacted by certain events.

AI enables the scenario-based approach to drive insights through pattern 

identification in addition to familiar pattern recognition, helping to understand how 

events are related. 

A system with anticipatory capabilities requires an event-driven architecture that 

enables gathering and analyzing different types of data (text, video, images) across 

multiple channels (social media, transactional systems, news feeds, etc.) for event-

driven and event-sequencing modeling. 

ML simulation-based training of the model using advanced techniques under the 

umbrella of Reinforcement Learning in conjunction with statistically robust 

Bayesian probabilistic framework will aid in setting up future trends in AI.

Event- and Scenario-
Driven AI 
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Most of the applications of machine learning and AI today is about predicting 

future behaviors based on historical data and past behaviors. We can predict 

what product the customer would most likely buy or the price of a house 

when it goes on sale. 

Most of the current algorithms use the correlation between different 

parameters to make a prediction, for example, the correlation between the 

event and the outcome can look like “When X occurs, we can predict that Y 

will occur.” This, however, does not translate into “Y occurred because of X.” 

The development of a causal AI that uses causal inference to reason and 

identify the root cause and the causal relationships between variables 

without mistaking correlation and causation is still in its early stages but 

rapidly evolving. 

Some of the algorithms that the researchers are working with are casual 

graph models and algorithms that are at the intersection of causal inference 

with decision making and reinforcement learning (Causal Artificial 

Intelligence Lab, 2022). 

AI Reasoning
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Synthetic data is artificially generated data that mimics the structure of real-life data. It should 

also have the same mathematical and statistical properties as the real-world data that it is 

created to replicate.

Synthetic data is used to train machine learning models when there is not enough real data or the 

existing data does not meet specific needs. It allows users to remove contextual bias from data 

sets containing personal data, prevent privacy concerns, and ensure compliance with privacy 

laws and regulations.

Another application of synthetic data is solving data-sharing challenges.

Researchers learned that quite often synthetic data sets outperform real-world data. Recently, a 

team of researchers at MIT built a synthetic data set of 150,000 video clips capturing human 

actions and used that data set to train the model. The researchers found that “the synthetically 

trained models performed even better than models trained on real data for videos that have 

fewer background objects” (MIT News Office, 2022).

Today, synthetic data is used in language systems, in training self-driving cars, in improving fraud 

detection, and in clinical research, just to name a few examples.

Synthetic data opens the doors for innovation across all industries and applications of AI by 

enabling access to data for any scenario and technology and business needs.

Synthetic Data

https://news.mit.edu/2022/synthetic-data-ai-improvements-1103
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Digital twins (DT) are virtual replicas of physical objects, devices, people, places, processes, and 

systems. In Manufacturing, almost every product and manufacturing process can have a complete 

digital replica of itself thanks to IoT, streaming data, and cheap cloud storage.

All this data has allowed for complex simulations of, for example, how a piece of equipment will 

perform over time to predict future failures before they happen, reducing costly maintenance and 

extending equipment lifetime.

In addition to predictive maintenance, DT and AI technologies have enabled organizations to 

design and digitally test complex equipment such as aircraft engines, trains, offshore oil platforms, 

and wind turbines before physically manufacturing them. This helps to improve product and 

process quality, manufacturing efficiency, and costs. DT technology also finds applications in 

architecture, construction, energy, infrastructure industries, and even retail. 

Digital twins combined with the metaverse provide a collaborative and interactive environment with 

immersive experience and real-time physics capabilities (as an example, Siemens presented an 

Immersive Digital Twin of a Plant at the Collision 2022 conference).

Future trends include enabling autonomous behavior of a DT. An advanced DT can replicate itself 

as it moves into several devices, hence requiring the autonomous property. Such autonomous 

behavior of the DT will in turn influence the growth and further advancement of AI.

Digital Twins
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https://ecosystem.siemens.com/events/collision-2022/overview
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A simple definition for edge AI: A combination of edge computing and artificial intelligence, 

it enables the deployment of AI applications in devices of the physical world, in the field, 

where the data is located, such as IoT devices, devices on the manufacturing floor, 

healthcare devices, or a self-driving car. 

Edge AI integrates AI into edge computing devices for quicker and improved data 

processing and smart automation.

The main benefits of edge AI include:

• Real-time data processing capabilities to reduce latency and enable near real-time 

analytics and insights.

• Reduced cost and bandwidth requirements as there is no need to transfer data to the 

cloud for computing. 

• Increased data security as the data is processed locally, on the device, reducing the risk 

of loss of sensitive data. 

• Improved automation by training machines to perform automated tasks.

Edge AI is already used in a variety of applications and use cases including computer 

vision, geospatial intelligence, object detection, drones, and health monitoring devices.

Edge AI 
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“Combinatorial optimization is a subfield of mathematical optimization that consists of finding an 

optimal object from a finite set of objects” (Wikipedia, retrieved December 2022). 

Applications of combinatorial optimization include:

• Supply chain optimization

• Scheduling and logistics, for example, vehicle routing where the trucks are making stops for 

pickup and deliveries

• Operations optimization

Classical combinatorial optimization (CO) techniques were widely used in operations research 

and played a major role in earlier developments of AI.

The introduction of deep learning algorithms in recent years allowed researchers to combine 

neural network and conventional optimization algorithms; for example, incorporating neural 

combinatorial optimization algorithms in the conventional optimization framework. Researchers 

confirmed that certain combinations of these frameworks and algorithms can provide significant 

performance improvements. 

The research in this space continues and we look forward to learning how machine learning and 

AI (backtracking algorithms, reinforcement learning, deep learning, graph attention networks, and 

others) will be used for solving challenging combinatorial and decision-making problems. 

Combinatorial 
Optimization
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